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Abstract
Skimming and scanning are two strategies generally used
for speed reading. Skimming allows a reader to get a
first glance of a document; scanning is the process of
searching for a specific piece of information in a document. While both techniques are available in visual reading mode, it is rather difficult to use them in non visual
environments. In this paper, we introduce the concept
of tag thunder, which provides speed reading non-visual
techniques similar to skimming and scanning. A tag thunder is the oral transposition of the tag cloud concept. Tag
cloud key terms are presented using typographic effects
which reflect their relevance and number of occurrences.
Within a tag thunder, the relevance of a given key term is
translated into specific speech effects and its position on
the page is reflected in the position of the corresponding
sound on a 2D stereo space. All key terms of a tag thunder are output according to a concurrent speech strategy,
which exploits the cocktail party effect.
In this paper, we present our implementation of the
tag thunder concept. The results of the evaluation campaign show that tag thunders present a viable non-visual
alternative to visual speed reading strategies.
Index Terms: non-visual web navigation, human-computer
interaction, text-to-speech synthesis, key term extraction

Figure 1: Perception of the same web page in visual and
non-visual environments.

Figure 2: Example of a tag cloud.
ments using a screen reader.
To solve this problem, a number of non-visual replacement strategies [2, 3] have been proposed by screen
readers such as faster speech rate depending on the textual block size, shortcuts which allow to jump from heading to heading, reading the beginning and the end of a
paragraph, etc. However, these solutions are far from providing the reading capabilities of the visual mode [4].
This paper focuses on developing a strategy for a fast
access to web page content in non-visual situations, that
takes into account page layout and typographic clues. In
particular, we transpose the visual concept of tag cloud to
its audio version, called tag thunder.
In order to apply this concept to skimming and scanning, let us first consider a web page as a set of blocks.
Figure 3 illustrates the result of a page segmentation. Each

1. Introduction
Most users share a similar mental process when accessing informative content of web pages. They get a first
glance of the page content (skimming), followed by a
quick search for specific information (scanning). Then
the reader spots different areas of interest and seeks for
specific information in identified areas using a zoom-in
zoom-out strategy.
Although several factors may influence whether skimming and scanning are successful, such document properties as layout, logical structure and typographic effects
play an important role in the perception process. However, this information is usually not available to users in
non-visual environments [1]. Figure 1 illustrates how a
web page is perceived in visual and non-visual environ-
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strategies. These strategies combine a model of the written document [8], used to develop discursive forms from
structured texts, and a prosodic model [9] used to reduce this new set of sentences in a more speech-adapted
way. This approach brings a significant improvement in
memorizing and understanding TTS output for strongly
structured documents. But according to [10], the cognitive load is still hard to handle in comparison to visual
reading.
Some early studies proposed to use summarization
techniques to provide visually impaired people (VIP) with
web pages skimming strategies [11]. However, a linearization step destroys the page layout which is at the
core of the perception/action loop.
In the Accessibility through Simplification & Summarization project [12] (AcceSS), the content perceived
as less important is removed from pages, thus modifying
the page layout. A navigation page is then built, named
guide dog page, which serves as a summary. Experiments
show positive results when this method is combined with
a JAWS screen reader. One of the limitations of this
method is the incapacity of the pattern matching algorithm to correctly identify page sections. Furthermore,
no simplification is proposed at textual level, providing
no solutions to quickly browse large textual content.
SeEbrowser (Semantically Enhanced Browser) is a
VIP-adapted audio web browser [13]. Manual semantic
annotations are used to build ontologies modeling hierarchical relationships between elements within web pages.
As the web page is loaded, the user may ask for Browser
Shortcuts (BSs), go through them and interact using keyboard and audio feedback. Experiments show that this
alleviates the information overload. However, the scanning strategy is still very long since users tend to listen to
all BSs before choosing a relevant one.
Hearsay [14] is a non-visual multi-modal web
browser which has been developed at Stony Brook University (New York, USA) since 2004. It supports different input modes: voice, keyboard and tactile interfaces. Possible output modalities are audio, screen and
Braille. The browser provides many features: a segmentation module which analyzes web page structure and layout, a system of annotations which enables the addition of
alternative text for pictures and other content blocks, algorithms detecting the changes between visited web pages,
a context analyzer which detects the main content and
identifies relevant information using hyperlinks. Experiments show a significant gain of time in finding the main
content of a web page. In addition the system avoids
repeating static content such as menus. Globally, most
of these features made valuable contributions to improving user experience. Nevertheless, despite the positive
results, two aspects still require improvement in comparison to visual reading. First, the page structure overview
is not complete because it focuses on main content; the el-

Figure 3: Segmentation of a page into zones and extracting key terms
zone is represented by key terms extracted from this zone
which are combined into a tag cloud along with spatial
and typographic effects that reflect the importance and
relevance of each specific term, as shown in Figure 21 .
Similarly, a tag thunder adds spatial and audio effects to
key terms.
Tag thunders use concurrent speech strategy in order
to represent the dense visual stimulus embodied by tag
clouds. This strategy is based on the Cocktail Party Effect: users may identify key terms pronounced simultaneously or focus their attention on key terms that interest
them among all the others.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
provide an outline of the related work in the area of nonvisual content access strategies. In Section 3 we introduce our implementation of the tag thunder concept, specifically the three main steps in tag thunder creation: web
page segmentation, key word extraction and vocal synthesis. Sections 4 presents the evaluation campaign we
organized in order to assess the performance of our tag
thunder implementation, as well as the potential of the
tag thunder concept in general. We conclude this paper
with a discussion and some directions for future work.

2. Related work
This Section presents some strategies developed in the
field of assistive technologies, which facilitate the access
to web content in non-visual environments.
Existing solutions for non-visual web page browsing
often use Text-To-Speech (TTS) and Braille mode. TextTo-Speech has been used to convey document structure
to users in non-visual situations via the content vocalization [5, 6]. To increase TTS efficiency, [7] proposed an
oral transposition model based on layout reformulation
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ements are presented sequentially, making their browsing
long. Thus, this method does not provide real skimming
and scanning reading modes.
More and more work is now done using tactile strategies [15, 16, 17]. [18] incorporate patterns into web pages,
thus enabling some elements and their relationships to be
felt by running fingers over them. Such transformed documents are then given to VIPs using special paper with
heat-sensitive ink. Putting the paper on a touch screen
makes it possible to interact with it and obtain the oral
transposition of a chosen web page section. Limitations
come from the need to use a special paper with a heater. A
similar concept is based on vibrotactile perception [19].
A special device captures contrast variations on the screen
as fingers browse the content on a tablet. These variations
are transformed into vibrations felt in a glove device worn
on the other hand.
In recent years, some work has been carried out using
Text-To-Speech tools within concurrent speech paradigm,
exploiting the fact that human ears may concentrate on a
specific audio source among many others [20]. The Cocktail Party Effect is a perfect example: even when many
people are speaking simultaneously, we may concentrate
our attention on one specific voice [21]. Variations in
spatial location [22], as well as speech parameters (synchrony [23], frequencies [24]) may influence the perception of different voices. Using concurrent speech proved
to accelerate blind people’s scanning for relevant information [25, 26].
To resume this section, two main approaches (content
summarization and concurrent speech synthesis) represent two interesting scanning strategies. However, they
are not sufficient in providing real skimming abilities.
The tag thunder concept combines both strategies: using
segmentation and extraction techniques to give a summary of the page content and using concurrent speech
synthesis to provide a quick overview.

on their Euclidian distance. To optimize convergence
and efficiency, each HTML element is enhanced with its
computed styles based on underlying CSS and Javascript
code [35]. Elements that are not part of the visual layout
are ignored.
For the purpose of our experiment, the enhanced HTML
is clustered into 5 zones. This choice of the number of
zones was made with the objective to avoid a working
memory overload, in accordance with the Miller’s Law [36].
3.2. Key terms extraction and weighting
Each zone is represented by its key terms in the tag thunder. In our current implementation, key terms are n-grams
of different lengths with a maximum order of 6.
For each n-gram, we compute tf idf [37] (term frequency – inverse document frequency). Tf is the frequency of a given term in a zone. The idf is computed
using a corpus C containing 953 551 articles of the "Le
Monde" newspaper dating from 1987 to 2006. Similar
to [38], our solution couples tf idf metric with additional parameters. We use Formula (1) to compute the
final score for each key term.

Score = tf (term, zone) · idf (term, C) ·

n
X

(ci ) (1)

i=1

where tf (term, zone) is the frequency of the term
within its zone, idf (term, C) is the number of documents
in our corpus C containing the term. (ci ) is the weight
for a characteristic ci such as font weight, size, variant,
style, etc. values were assigned empirically and reflect
the visual perception of a given element. (ci ) values
range from 0.5 to 5.
For the purpose of our experiment, each zone is represented by one key term only.
3.3. Concurrent speech vocalization

3. Architecture

This module generates the audio signal from a given key
term and its zone properties. Based on [21, 23, 24], specific voice, volume, prosody, pitch, speech rate and synchronization characteristics are combined to build an audio track for a given key term.
Our synthesis module uses the Kali TTS [39] tool,
developed at the University of Caen Normandie by the
CRISCO laboratory. Kali supports speech rate acceleration without loss in intelligibility and sound quality, which
is a very important feature in non-visual web browsing.
To vocalize the key terms, we use several cocktail
party effect metaphors. Thus, we consider each zone as a
discussion group in a cocktail party. Each metaphor provides rules which assign repetition frequency (Figure 4),
volume (Figure 5) and a spot in a 2D audio space (Figure 6) to each key term. Vocalization of all the key terms

This Section presents our implementation of the tag thunder concept. It comprises three modules: web page segmentation, key term extraction and key term vocalization
using concurrent speech synthesis.
3.1. Page segmentation
There exist numerous approaches to webpage segmentation [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. We opted for the K-means++
algorithm [32, 33] 2 . The choice for unsupervised clustering algorithm was dictated, among other things, by the
lack of unified web page layout, and robustness of KMeans algorithm in similar tasks [34]. It groups visible
HTML elements into a desired number of zones based
2 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/
clustering.html#k-means
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with their specific parameters produces the final tag thunder.

points respectively, with each point representing 2 amplitude tones.

3.3.1. Repetition frequency

3.3.3. Spatialization

Metaphor 1: the larger the group talking about a topic,
the more often related terms emerge.
Rule 1: vocalized key terms are played in a loop. Zone
size influences repetition frequency within the loop.

Metaphor 3: sound spatialization helps to physically place
and distinguish several discussion groups.
Rule 3: zone coordinates influence the type of output
voice and 2D spatialization of vocalized key terms.

Figure 4: Repetition frequency metaphor
For each key term, the silence between two repetitions in the loop is proportional to the relative size of its
zone. The larger the zone, the shorter the silence. In our
experiment, silence duration has been empirically set between 0.5 second and 5 seconds.

Figure 6: Sound spatialization metaphor
Voices are equally distributed in the 2D stereo space
depending on the zone’s centroid coordinates. In our experiment, sounds originate from 5 sources (i.e. 5 corresponding zones), as illustrated in Figure 6 .

3.3.2. Volume
Metaphor 2.a (distinctiveness): the more a voice in a
group stands out, the easier it is to detect its source.
Metaphor 2.b (relevance): the more the words are repeated in a group, the more relevant they are.
Rule 2: volume is determined by zone contrast and key
terms frequency in the zone.

4. Evaluation
We conducted an experiment in order to test the viability
of the tag thunder concept and the quality of our implementation. In this Section, we present the experimental
setting and the results.
4.1. Experimental setting
Our goal is to evaluate the system’s capacity to provide
fast skimming reading strategies. Here we present the results of the first experiment with sighted participants. The
goal of this experiment is two-fold: to evaluate the relevance of the extracted key terms and to test the efficiency
of tag thunder concept as a skimming strategy.
The experiment unfolds as follows. A participant sees
a tag cloud followed by a web page, 15 seconds each. The
page may or may not be the corresponding web page. The
participant is asked whether the tag cloud corresponds to
the displayed page.Possible answers are: definitely yes,
probably yes, probably no, definitely no. Another participant is presented with the same data, but in the form of
a tag thunder instead of the tag cloud and is asked to answer the same question. The experiment modalities were
as follows:

Figure 5: Volume metaphor
For each zone, contrast is computed based on the difference between the background color and the text. Volume is set within a [min, max] interval, using the average of normalized contrast value and key term frequency.
In our experiment, TTS constraints and perceptive tests
led to setting the values for min and max to 4 and 8
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(a) Tag Cloud and Tag Thunder output

Figure 8: Dispersion of the 288 answers

TC
TT

(b) Webpage with a question form

Web page
Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
all

4-var
12.8
75.0
20.8
66.6
43.8

3-var
20.8
75.0
33.3
66.6
48.96

2-var
70.8
91.7
75.0
95.8
83.3

Table 1: Percentage of stimuli with the same answer

Figure 7: User evaluation: web-based interface
Table 1 presents the agreement statistics. The 2-var
interpretation shows a very high agreement rate when the
incorrect page was shown, for both TT and TC. The 3var interpretation shows differences only for the correct
pages, thus indicating that hesitations concerned correct
pages only. This might mean that key terms were not always well suited to represent their zones in case of correct
web pages, which created hesitation between ’probably
yes’ and ’yes’ TTs tend to have a better agreement than
TCs. Our hypothesis is that, in our experiment, textual
key terms in a TC were displayed with fewer typographic
effects whereas key terms in TTs had a full set of audio
(or ’typophonic’) effects described above. In general, the
modality of the stimuli (TT vs TC) does not seem to influence the agreement rate between users.

• 18 sighted participants, each with 16 different stimuli (8 tag clouds - 8 tag thunders);
• 24 web pages from various web sites were used
to generate a tag cloud and a tag thunder for each
page;
• 24 other web pages were selected to create stimuli
where the page and tags do not match;
Each couple (web page, tag set) was shown to 3 different participants; each participant evaluated an equal
number of correct (matching) and incorrect couples.
Participants took the test autonomously, with a supervisor close by. The evaluation interface is shown in Figure 7.

4.2.2. Precision and Recall

4.2. Results

Precision and recall are computed on the 2-var interpretation. Table 2 presents the results. There is a significant
difference in the perception of TCs or TTs between cases
where the page was the correct or incorrect one. For the
correct pages, the precision is very high, which means
that the participants manage to associate a given page to
a TT/TC. On the contrary, the recall is somewhat lower:
as discussed before, users find it difficult to validate a correct page. This suggests that a number of correct pages
were labeled as incorrect, which in turn might suggest the
insufficiency of the TT/TC representation in these cases.
This is especially apparent for tag thunders: 31% of correct pages were labeled as incorrect. Again, these results
suggest that the extraction module needs further improvement.
Overall, participants found the exercise difficult but
made few mistakes. In general, the results of TTs are

We present the evaluation results for Tag Clouds (TC)
and Tag Thunders (TT) separately, as well as the combined overall results. We also separate the analysis of the
correct (matching) and incorrect pages.
Figure 8 shows the dispersion of the total of 288 answers. It seems more difficult for participants to definitely validate a correct page than to definitely reject an
incorrect page.
4.2.1. Agreement
We split the analysis of agreement statistics into three
interpretations: 4-var with four different answers; 3var where ’probably yes’ and ’probably no’ are combined into ’not sure’; and 2-var where the answers ’definitely yes’ and ’probably yes’ are combined into ’yes’
and ’probably no’ and ’definitely no’ into ’no’.
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Format

TagCloud

Web page

Correct

Incor.

Correct

Incor.

Precision

0.96

0.81

0.98

0.76

Recall

0.78

0.97

0.69

0.98

F-score

0.86

0.89

0.81

0.86

Accuracy

0.875

contain list items, making it difficult to extract one key
term per zone. A solution is, again, to produce a key
term which would either contain several elements (several menu items) or a meta key term, for example ’navigation menu’, which would summarize the content.
Finally, several issues are related to the corpus used
to compute idf . In this implementation, it was composed
of news articles, produced between 1986 and 2006. One
way to extend the coverage of the corpus is to acquire
new vocabulary dynamically.

TagThunder

0.84

Table 2: 2-var results: precision, recall and F-score

5.3. Vocalization
The evaluation results indicate that our audio representations in a form of tag thunders were comparable to their
visual counterparts in clarity and intelligibility (accuracy
values of 0.875 vs. 0.84). However, some users indicated a somewhat artificial sound of the generated tag
thunders. More experiments with different sound settings
and spatialization modes are in process. Binaural recording techniques may be used to render spatial variations in
tag thunders with simple stereo headsets. Since the Kali
TTS is not compatible with markup languages such as
VoiceXML and SSML, our solution needs to integrate a
compatible TTS so that we can use industry standards.
More experiments using different prosodic strategies
will need to be made in order to determine which combination of sound effects give a user the best representation
of the typography and page layout.

comparable in the overall accuracy with the results of the
TCs. We can conclude that the tag thunder concept is
valid and that certain limitations originate from the internal implementation of each module. We discuss these
limitations in the following Section.

5. Discussion and future work
The first objective of this work was to implement the concept of tag thunders. Evaluation results demonstrate the
viability of this concept. However, each module requires
separate thorough evaluation.
5.1. Page segmentation
According to evaluation results, most errors come from
pages where the number of distinct informational sections is larger than the default number of expected zones
(5 in this experiment). In this case, the obtained zones
contain multiple sections of content handling distinct subjects. Selected key terms therefore do not fully represent
that zone as a whole, rather one of the zone sections.
In the future work, we consider two potential improvements of our segmentation module. The first one mixes
DOM based and image based approaches to page segmentation. The second one uses the Gestalt theory [40]
to simulate the similarity, proximity and complexity principles.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we proposed a strategy to facilitate skimming of web pages in non-visual environments. Our solution, which we call tag thunder, involves several processing steps: segmentation of a web page into zones,
extraction of key terms from each zone and finally, vocalization of the key terms in a tag thunder. Evaluation
results show that participants were able to measure the
correspondence between a tag thunder and a web page.
The next step is to find the best compromise between
the number of zones and key terms and the perceptive
capacity of users. We intend to evaluate our concept with
VIPs and use their feedback to direct our future work.
Our final objective is to integrate human computer interaction into our system, specifically for in-page navigation: once a zone is selected, we want to be able to
’navigate’ to and explore that zone. In that case, headsets
with sensors may enable interactions with movements of
the head. Combining our approach with vibro-tactile devices would lead to multi-modal systems which facilitate
access to web content in non-visual situations.

5.2. Key term extraction
One of the main issues with key terms extraction was the
maximum size of the n-gram order, which we fixed to 6.
As a result we do not always obtain coherent phrases:
abrupt endings, missing beginnings, etc. At the same
time augmenting n-gram order would lead to longer key
terms which might affect the user’s ability to comprehend
and retain the information contained in these n-grams.
As already mentioned, another issue was the complex
multi-section structure of certain zones which does not allow to extract one key term that would represent the zone.
One possible solution is to extract several short key terms,
one per zone section, and join them into one compound
key term. Some zones, like menus and footers, usually
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8. Website
Tag thunder generator: https://tagthunder.greyc.
fr/demo/
Experiment (French version): https://tagthunder.
greyc.fr/demotest
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